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Field Crops Newsletter:
In General:
If the old saying that “when March comes in
like a lion, it will go out like a lamb” has any value
the end of this month will be much calmer than the
beginning. The normal trend following one of these
storm systems is that temperatures will drop; I hope
that does not come true for the sake of those who
have already planted corn.
Corn:

Soil temperature this morning at the two
inch depth was about 50 degrees, and corn seed will
be sitting in cold wet soil for at least a couple of
days following this rain. The situation could get
shaky before we know if a stand will be achieved
from these early plantings. While water is making
its way off fields is the best time to make sure
drains are open. Field areas left to stand in water
may fail to emerge since seed will suffer both
chilling and low oxygen conditions.
I have no idea how much corn has been
planted, but from the stories floating around it
sounds like a significant amount, especially in the
Delta. I guess I can understand the motivation for
some of this eagerness in that only a few days of
earliness may get you at the front of the lines at the
elevator. As more people choose to plant corn, the
likelihood of a traffic jam at the dump pit becomes
more and more likely. I encourage all who can to
prepare any available storage for use at harvest
because it will likely be needed if we produce even
an “average” level of yield per acre.
It’s uncanny how we seem to get “tunnel
vision” at times like this. We have a tendency to
follow the crowd and fail to notice some of the
obvious alternatives. One that keeps coming to
mind these days is that most of the varieties that are
being chosen for planting this year are full-season.
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An option for spreading out the harvest is to plant
part of our acreage in earlier-maturing varieties.
With the full-season varieties reaching maturity at
between 116 and 120 days after emergence, earlier
varieties that reach maturity 109 to 111 days after
emergence can give you almost an extra week of
harvesting window and get you to the dump pit
ahead of the rush with part of your crop.
I have not favored earlier corn varieties in
the past since some of them have less-than-desirable
characteristics like reduced stalk strength and light
shuck coverage, but with all the harvesting power
that will be brought to bear for this crop a few acres
of these varieties may be a good move. In most
cases, their yield capabilities are very close to the
full-season varieties, but they may not stand
weather as well if the season turns sour. If you
choose some of these varieties, it will be prudent to
plant them in areas that are most accessible, well
drained, and known for good fertility.
Another idea is that of planting near the end
of March or the first of April in order to have corn
arrive at the silk stage during early July when we
normally get midsummer rains. This is something
we have experienced for many years, and the
pattern of July rainfall has been well documented by
rainfall data for more than thirty years. The late
March/early April planting window should also be
an opportunity to plant into more favorable soil
conditions and get a higher percentage of healthy
and uniform plants.
I understand that there may be corn and
soybeans planted in former pastures, hay fields, and
other areas that have not been in crops recently.
There may be a belief that these fields will produce
at least one crop without much attention to fertility;
this could be a big mistake. Soil pH issues and

other aspects of fertility should be addressed if
respectable yields are the goal. There is still time to
take soil samples and get lime applied if the pH is
low. We normally say that a soil pH of 5.5 is the
point at which yield loss can be expected, and at
least a ton of lime should be applied to avoid being
disappointed by crop performance. Where P and K
levels are low, fields probably should get banded
applications of these materials to improve
availability to the crop. If you are planning on
farming these former noncrop areas, please give us
a chance to work with you. You may not believe it,
but sod planting may be your best option for several
reasons. Our work has shown that corn and
soybeans can be very successfully grown in killed
sod, and your equipment needs will be far less.
Tillage at this late date will cost you a lot of
valuable soil moisture that may be the main yieldlimiting factor.
Soybeans:
Prices well above $8 may buy some acres
from both corn and cotton; and with the prospect of
much higher nitrogen cost soybeans may be a
tempting choice. Soybeans may also be a good
choice to reduce the logistical nightmare that may
develop with corn. The realities we face with corn
have also pushed most people to look at mid-to-late
Group 5 soybean varieties rather than the Group 4’s
that have been the mainstay for soybeans in the last
few years. I will admit this is good thinking, but it
also brings on increased risk from weather, insects,
and diseases. Soybeans will be in the field for
almost an extra month, during which a lot of nasty
and expensive things can happen. As corn matures,
every pest that has lived in corn up to that point will
be looking for “green”. Stinkbugs in particular, not
to mention corn earworm and other pests will likely
move to both soybeans and cotton. A good scouting
program and good spraying capability will be steps
in the right direction. And if rust arrives, later
soybeans will be at maximum vulnerability.
Soybeans that were included on this year’s
Short List are probably getting short by now, and
you may have to fall back on the Official Variety
Trials for choosing varieties. This is all we used to

have, and it is still a very good way to select
varieties. You can access the variety trials on the
internet at msucares.com. Click on Crops, then
Soybeans, then Variety Trials. Select the 2006
soybean trial and look first at the multi-year
averages on pages 11 through 18, with special
attention to locations nearest you. If you don’t do
Internet, and want a paper version, call your
Extension office or me and we can provide it.
Cotton:
Early estimates suggest that Mississippi
cotton acreage may fall to or below the 700K level.
This will be about the same level as the “PIK” year
1982. I will not be surprised if acreage goes below
even that year. Prices may respond some, but with
the amount of cotton in the world it may take a year
to see a significant price change. This is shaping up
as a very tough year for people who depend on the
cotton industry for their paychecks. And farmers
who grow it this year should get gold plated cotton
tags for their vehicles.
Seed companies likely don’t know how to
plan for this year since acreage continues to slip
away. My guess is that there is probably enough
seed already delinted and treated to plant this crop,
but that may not be true. If I am right, there will
probably be a lot of “encouragement” from seed
salesmen prior to planting time.
With decreased cotton acreage, a few
growers I have visited are considering the idea of
reducing the use of technology. Although some
production costs will increase with conventional or
Roundup-only cotton, it is debatable as to whether
they will be higher than technology fees. Going
back to conventional is one way to keep labor on
the payroll until this upside-down situation sorts
itself out.
It seems that a lot of people are just now
getting down to choosing cotton varieties for this
year. With all the activity in grains dominating the
discussion lately, I am not really surprised by this.
For seed companies that have seed to sell, this will
be a tough situation since all of them want to
maintain not only their “market share”, but also
their sales volume. We have to face the reality that

there are only a few cotton varieties that really did
well last year, proving themselves tolerant to levels
of heat and drought stress that we had not seen since
most of them were introduced. Cotton varieties that
survive the screening process and make it to the
market obviously performed well somewhere, and
looked promising to someone; but only a few of
them possess the flexibility and stability to perform
well in the wide range of real-world conditions. We
don’t really know much about them until they hit
the field. I had my own selections for 2007 in the
January newsletter; but I am including them again
here. I know there are other good varieties; but
these are the ones I have had hands-on experience
with, and that performed well in this area in 2006
and prior years. We now have the 2006 Cotton
Variety Trials. I am distributing them as I travel
around the area, but call if you want one mailed to
you. The 2006 results are also now available
through the msucares.com website.

Ernie’s Cotton Picks For 2007:
Conventional:
DP 393, DP493, Americot 4207 and 8120
RR, RF:
PHY310R, DP434R, Americot 427R and
821R, DP147RF,
BGRR:
DP555BGRR, DP445BR, DP454BR,
ST5599BR, ST5242BR
B2RF:
ST4554B2RF, DP117B2RF, DP143B2RF
Widestrike, Widestrike/RF:
PHY480WR, PHY485WRF

Wheat:
I believe that most of the area wheat fields
have been fertilized and treated for weeds by now.
Most of the fields I have visited in the last few days
show significant joint movement, which means that
plants are converting to the reproductive phase.
After this stage, damage can be done by applying
phenoxy herbicides. Be very careful about drift of
burndown herbicides from nearby fields since these
products can severely damage wheat. Scout fields
frequently for of insects and diseases. Call if you
need help.
Grain Storage:
I want to include a few comments on grain
storage since this has become a big issue with the
huge increase in corn. Many of you are either
building your first on-farm storage or expanding
existing systems. I encourage you to educate
yourself on the issues surrounding grain storage,
including conditioning, monitoring, and pest
management. Don’t wait until you have a problem
to realize that even though your crop is out of the
field and in the bin it is still vulnerable to losses
from several factors that may seem foreign unless
you are familiar with them. When you put grain in
a bin, a whole new set of management practices
must be adhered to or you will lose your investment
just as you might have lost it in the field.
In Conclusion:
Although quite a bit of field work has
already been done, we are very close to the time
when all kinds of field operations will begin. We
have more optimism about the 2007 crop than I
have seen in several years, but hasty decisions can
ruin all of this. Take your time, and ask for help
with things you are not familiar with. Let’s make
this one count.
Sincerely,

Ernest H. Flint
Area Agent – Agronomic Crops

